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WHO IS QIU JIN?
3
With all my heart I beseech 
and beg my two hundred 
million female compatriots to 
assume their responsibility as 
citizens.  Arise!  Arise!   
Chinese women, arise!









Late 19th century China
Wars and conflicts with 
foreign nations
Qing Dynasty on the 
verge of collapse








Late 19th century China
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WOMEN’S MOVEMENT













Qiu Jin Monument, Shaoxing, China
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NATIONAL HEROINE










































































ADAM & RAE’S GARAGE
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POST-PRODUCTION











Richmond City Council Chambers, Canada 2010
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SCREENINGS





Version with Study 











Chinese Culture Center 
exhibit exploring
feminist and gender 
identity in China




WOMEN’S HISTORY IN 
THE DIGITAL WORLD
autumn-gem.com/ipad
AUTUMN GEM iBook 
is available to purchase 
for $4.99 from Apple’s 
iBookstore.
Click here for more info 
and a free preview
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autumn-gem.com
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